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Home values jump at western end of 606 trail
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The 606 trail's bridge across Milwaukee Avenue

Home values have risen sharply in the areas along the western portion of the 606 trail in the three years since
construction of the parkway got serious, according to a study.
Values have risen more than 48 percent in the western reaches of the 2.7mile elevated trail since its official
groundbreaking in 2013, according to the report, by the Institute for Housing Studies at DePaul University. Since
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Square. Mortgage denial rate three times higher for blacks

Housing there is predominantly apartments, and the IHS report notes that the rising rents landlords can charge
may price many existing tenants out of the area.
Sign up for the free Chicago Real Estate Daily newsletter
On the east
side of the home
trail, insales
Wicker
Park
and Bucktown, home values have risen 13.8 percent since the
Milliondollar
triple
in Edgewater
groundbreaking and 4.3 percent since the trail opened, IHS found. This eastern section already was "a
consistently strong and stable housing market," the report said.

Developers have been eyeing the rising market along the 606's western edge. In January, a builder launched a
project of five homes priced in the $900,000s. Just a few years earlier, the area could support prices only in the
$400,000s, he said.
Developer building 2 megahomes on Winnetka's lakefront
Homeowners on the more affluent east side have been impressed by the 606, too. The owners of a home at the
trail's eastern end that’s listed for $1.95 million told Crain's last week that when they bought the house months
before the trail opened, "We didn't know how great (the trail) was going to be when the construction was finished."
DePaul University
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Milliondollar home sales triple in Edgewater

Developer building 2 megahomes on Winnetka's lakefront
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Tone • 4 days ago

Yep, the 606 was a grand slam.
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Will Uber and driverless cars turn the
parking biz into roadkill?

Trump (and Illinois GOP pols) are damaging
our democracy

6 comments • 2 days ago•

16 comments • 2 days ago•

Pet P — Let us all take a moment to shed a tear

Kevin — Greg are you serious?. "Hillary has not

for the demise of the $35/hr parking garage...

gone there". Come on. What about her flagrant
comment that Trump supporters fit into a basket
of deplorables? The only reason …

Can criminal justice reform survive the
election?

Bloomberg pops for $1 million to push
Preckwinkle's soda tax

2 comments • 2 days ago•

4 comments • 9 hours ago•

chris — A lot of hyperbole. I can almost

Kevin — It is just more intervention by

guarantee that Rauner didn't sign a bill that
allows murderers to regain their license.

government in our lives. When does it stop? Tell
Toni to drive around and look at all the loafers
on the country payrolls and cut some of that fat
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